Abstract-As parallel computing systems increase in size, the interconnection network is becoming a critical subsystem. The current trend in network design is to use as few components as possible to interconnect the end nodes, thereby reducing cost and power consumption. However, this increases the probability of congestion appearing in the network. As congestion may severely degrade network performance, the use of a congestion management mechanism is becoming mandatory in modern interconnects. One of the most cost-effective proposals to deal with the problems derived from congestion situations is the Regional Explicit Congestion Notification (RECN) strategy, based on using special queues to totally isolate the packet flows which contribute to congestion, thereby preventing the Head-of-Line (HoL) blocking effect that these flows may cause to others. Unfortunately, RECN requires the use of source-based routing, thus not being suitable for interconnects with distributed routing, like InfiniBand. Although some RECN-like mechanisms have been proposed for distributed-routing networks, they are not scalable due to the huge amount of control memory that they require in medium-size or large networks. In this paper, we propose Distributed-Routing-Based Congestion Management (DRBCM), a new scalable technique which, following the RECN principles, totally prevents congestion from producing HoL-blocking in multistage interconnection networks (MINs) using tag-based distributed routing. Simulation results indicate that, regardless of network size, DRBCM presents small resource requirements to keep network performance at maximum level even in scenarios of heavy congestion, where it utterly outperforms (with a gain up to 70 percent) current solutions for distributed-routing networks, like the InfiniBand congestion-control mechanism based on injection throttling. Thus, DRBCM is an efficient, cost-effective, and scalable solution for congestion management.
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MOTIVATION
T HE interconnection network has become a key element in current parallel computing systems, from PC Clusters to Massive Parallel Processors (MPPs). In this context, the performance achieved by the whole system greatly depends on the interconnection network, especially as the number of processing and/or storage nodes keeps increasing. For its part, network performance depends on several issues (topology, routing, switching, etc.) which should be carefully considered by interconnect designers to obtain the desired low packet latencies and high network throughput.
Besides, the cost of interconnect components (expensive relative to dropping processor prices) and power consumption constraints have led to a growing interest in designing interconnection networks with a minimum number of components, while keeping the required network performance. However, in these cost-effective designs the network saturation point is reached with lower traffic loads, thus the probability of congestion appearing (then degrading network performance) is higher. Indeed, congestion consequences are disastrous for network performance and so for the entire parallel system. Basically, congestion consists in intense traffic jamming any number of the internal paths of an interconnection network, thus slowing down traffic flows. The origin of congestion is contention that happens inside a switch when several packet flows concurrently request access to the same output port from different input ports. In these cases, and assuming lossless networks (i.e., networks where blockedpacket discarding is not allowed, like modern highperformance interconnects), only one packet can cross at a given moment, while the other packets contending for the output port must wait in a queue until that port becomes free. When contention persists in time, congestion appears as the involved queues rapidly fill up as new packets arrive, then blocking packets in other switches due to the backpressure of flow control. Eventually, congestion spreads from the disputed output port where it originates (usually referred to as the "congestion root") throughout the network, in particular, across the paths followed by flows contributing to create that situation (usually referred to as "hot flows"). As a consequence, many of the internal network paths become clogged, thereby increasing average packet latency and decreasing network throughput (i.e., thereby degrading network performance).
Congestion effects may involve any packet sharing at least one queue with hot packets (i.e., those belonging to hot flows). Indeed, hot packets are usually blocked, thus preventing "cold packets" stored behind in the same queue from advancing, even though the latter request idle output ports. This is a particular case of the effect known as Headof-Line (HoL) blocking that, in general, occurs when a packet at the head of a queue blocks (regardless of the cause), then preventing the packets stored behind from advancing. Actually, congestion may cause either low-order HoL-blocking [1] (i.e., that happening in the queues of the switch where congestion originates) or high-order HoLblocking [2] (i.e., that happening in the queues of switches where congestion appears due to flow-control backpressure from other switches).
To solve the congestion problems in high-performance interconnects, many proposed techniques try to avoid [3] , [4] or remove [5] , [6] congestion situations or prevent/ reduce the HoL-blocking effect [7] , [8] , [9] , [10] , [11] (an overview of these and other congestion management techniques can be found in Section 6 (supplementary file, which can be found on the Computer Society Digital Library at http://doi.ieeecomputersociety.org/10.1109/ TPDS.2012.303)). Among the latter, one of the most successful solutions is the Regional Explicit Congestion Notification (RECN) strategy [12] , [13] , [14] . RECN is based on precisely tracking congestion roots, to identify hot packets as those traveling toward these roots. Then, hot packets are totally isolated in special set-aside queues (SAQs) to prevent the HoL-blocking that they could cause to cold packets. A SAQ is dynamically allocated in a port to store packets belonging to any flow contributing to a specific congestion root, even if they have different final destinations. SAQs are deallocated when congestion vanishes, so that they can be later reallocated if new congestion roots appear. Besides, cold packets, regardless of their destination, share a single standard queue at each port without suffering or causing significant HoL-blocking. Hence, RECN requires a reduced number of queues per port, thereby reducing the minimum amount of RAM required at each port. In addition, RECN requires a control memory (specifically, a Content Addressable Memory, CAM [15] ) at every port, each active CAM line storing the location of the congestion root associated with an active SAQ as well as other control information (SAQ flowcontrol, etc.). RECN assumes the use of source-based routing, i.e., the entire source/destination route of a packet is stored in its header as a sequence of "hops," one per switch in that route. Thus, the location of a congestion root is stored in a CAM line as the explicit path from the port, where that CAM line is placed to that congestion root, i.e., as the sequence of hops to reach that root from that CAM line. Then, RECN compares the route inside the header of every packet arriving at a port with the path stored in every active CAM line at that port: In the case of a match, RECN detects in advance that the packet will cross a congestion root (i.e., it is a hot packet).
Although RECN is considered as a very efficient and scalable strategy, the need for source-based routing makes it unsuitable for appealing interconnects using distributed routing, like InfiniBand [16] . Note that, in distributedrouting networks, the only routing information inside a packet is its destination, thus in general it is not possible to indicate the location of a congestion root in the form of an explicit path, as RECN requires. This narrows too much the scope of RECN, so other RECN-like solutions have been proposed for networks with deterministic distributed routing. This is the case of the Flow-Based Implicit Congestion Management (FBICM) strategy [17] . To identify hot packets, FBICM stores in a CAM line the list of destinations of the flows contributing to create a specific congestion root, then comparing the destination of any arriving packet with the destinations in that list. Thus, the CAM size required at each port grows with the number of destinations in the network (i.e., with network size), thereby this strategy not being scalable (although its effectiveness is satisfactory). A second version of FBICM [18] reduced partially the CAM size required at each port by limiting the number of destinations per list, but actual scalability in medium-size or large networks was not achieved.
In this paper, we propose Distributed-Routing-Based Congestion-Management (DRBCM), a new scalable strategy that, following the RECN principles, prevents both low-and high-order HoL-blocking derived from congestion in multistage interconnection networks (MINs 1 ) with deterministic distributed routing. Note that MINs are widely used to build powerful systems [19] , [20] , [21] ; indeed, most interconnect technologies for SANs and clusters, like InfiniBand, support the use of MINs.
Specifically, DRBCM exploits the properties of tag-based routing (a common implementation for deterministic distributed routing in MINs, see Section 2) to encode efficiently the location of congestion roots. A reduced amount of control memory is required to store that information, regardless of network size. In that sense, instead of the CAMs used by RECN and FBICM, DRBCM uses TernaryCAMs (T-CAMs) [15] , as this technology allows to store and process information encoded as DRBCM states. Besides, in bidirectional MINs (BMINs), due to the path-balancing properties of the routing algorithms assumed by DRBCM, HoL-blocking cannot exist in several switch ports, which consequently do not require special queues and T-CAMs.
Accordingly, DRBCM defines new policies for congestion information propagation, hot-packet identification, and memory management. The evaluation experiments confirm that DRBCM efficiently prevents congestion situations from degrading network performance (i.e., from causing significant HoL-blocking). Indeed, it practically achieves optimal performance even in scenarios with severe network congestion, exhibiting a gain up to 70 percent with respect to other congestion-control mechanisms currently implemented in distributed-routing interconnects (e.g., the InfiniBand injection-throttling (ITh)-based one).
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 shows the basics of tag-based routing in MINs. In Section 3, DRBCM is described. In Section 4, DRBCM is evaluated in comparison to other congestion management proposals. In Section 5, some conclusions are drawn.
TAG-BASED ROUTING FOR MINs
Tag-based routing [22] computes the output port a packet must take on each switch along its route by checking a few bits from the destination ID of the packet (located in its header), thus not requiring expensive routing implementations with forwarding tables.
Specifically, for an n-stage MIN made of p Â p switches, 2 a routing tag T is defined as a sequence of n routing steps (T ¼ t nÀ1 . . . t 1 t 0 ), where the value of the routing step t i selects the output port at stage ið0 i n À 1Þ. Each routing step t i points to a portion of bits
, so that the general expression for routingtag calculation is given by t i ¼ d j , where i represents a MIN stage, and j depends on the specific MIN topology.
In unidirectional MINs, only a single possible path exists between a given source and a given destination, thus a single tag is calculated for each source/destination pair. By contrast, in bidirectional MINs several possible "upward" paths exist for each source/destination pair; once the "turnaround" connection is crossed, there is only a single possible "downward" path. In BMINs using deterministic routing, a single tag per source/destination pair is calculated (selecting one among all the possible upward paths). For adaptive routing several tags, per source/destination pair are calculated. The selected upward paths reflected in the tags depend on both topology and routing algorithm. Fig. 1 shows an example of tag-based routing in a k-ary n-tree [23] BMIN 3 using the deterministic routing algorithm proposed in [24] (hereafter referred to as DET). Specifically, a 2-ary 3-tree is shown with each link labeled with its assigned destinations (i.e., those of packets that are forwarded through it). DET shuffles destinations at each switch to select the output ports, so that consecutive destinations reach different switches at the next stage. 4 Hence, each switch at the last stage receives packets addressed only to two destinations, and packets addressed to different destinations are forwarded downwards through different exclusive downward paths (i.e., a packet addressed to a specific destination shares its downward path only with packets addressed to the same destination). This type of algorithm favors a tag-based routing implementation: Fig. 1 shows a bit mask beside the destinations assigned to each link, reflecting the bits common to these destinations; basically, at stage 0 the output port is selected from the least-significant bit of the destination, at stage 1 from the second-least-significant bit, and at stage 2 from the most-significant bit.
In general, in a k-ary n-tree, built with p Â p bidirectional
, the turnaround stage is given by the ith position (0 i n À 1) of the first (leftmost) different digit between S and T . For instance, in Fig. 1 , a packet with source 111 and destination 010, has a routing tag 010 (i.e., routing steps are:
, and turnaround stage is 2. Note that routing steps others than that used for the turnaround connection are used twice, first selecting an upward output port when crossing the corresponding stage upwards and second selecting a downward output port when crossing the same stage downwards.
Similar routing algorithms and tag-based implementations are possible for other BMIN topologies, as shown in Section 7 (supplementary file, available online). DET-like routing algorithms are efficient (indeed they are currently used in real InfiniBand-based clusters [25] ), but they cannot avoid by themselves the degradation of network performance during congestion situations. In that sense, it has been shown in [26] that Infiniband-based MINs may offer an effective bisection bandwidth around 55-60 percent of theoretical bisection bandwidth due to traffic patterns, which lead to network congestion. However, if routing is tag-based implemented, it is possible to efficiently deal with congestion, as explained in the following sections.
DRBCM DESCRIPTION
As previously mentioned, DRBCM follows the basic RECN principles to deal with congestion. However, DRBCM differs in essential aspects from other RECN-like solutions for distributed-routing networks, as it introduces novelties regarding the encoding of the location of congestion roots, the structures for storing congestion information, the identification of hot packets, and the propagation of congestion information. These novelties are based on the assumption that the network is a MIN using a DET-like routing algorithm 5 implemented by means of tag-based routing. Their main overall effect is a significant reduction in the amount of RAM and control memory required to implement DRBCM with respect to that required by previous techniques. In the next sections, we describe the key aspects of DRBCM. 2. We define p as the number of input or output ports in a switch. 3. Note k-ary n-trees are considered as a straightforward implementation of fat-trees, as they are built from switches of constant radix.
4. It is worth mentioning that, as reported in [24] , this smart balance of network traffic achieves similar performance to adaptive routing, as all the links of a given stage are used by the same number of paths.
5. As this configuration is commonly used in real clusters, DRBCM actually targets a significant number of systems.
Switch Architecture
Hereafter, we assume the use of switches with RAMs only at input ports (Input Queued, IQ-switches), preferred by the manufacturers of high-performance interconnects (e.g., InfiniBand [6] , Extoll [27] ). Moreover, we assume that the RAM at input ports is organized in dynamically managed queues (see Fig. 2 ) of two types: Cold-Packet Queues (CPQs; one per input port), that only forward cold packets, regardless of their destination, and Hot-Packet Queues (HPQs; a set of queues per input port), where packets belonging to hot flows are isolated (all the different hot flows contributing to the same congestion root are mapped to the same HPQ). The control memory at input ports is implemented with a Ternary-Content Addressable Memory (T-CAM) [15] , each T-CAM line storing information about a specific congestion root and about the status of the corresponding HPQ. T-CAMs are also required at output ports to propagate congestion information between switches.
T-CAM Access
Like CAMs, T-CAMs are accessed to store/retrieve information in/from one or several lines that are addressed based on a search driven by content. Searches are made by building a "lookup word" that is compared with a portion of each line, this comparison resulting in zero, one or several lines matching that lookup word. In contrast with CAMs, the part of T-CAM lines compared with the lookup word consists of "ternary cells" that can take three possible values: 0, 1 or X. The remaining part of each line consists of common binary cells. The X value is a wildcard regarding searches, so that ternary cells with X value match any other value when compared with the lookup word. Moreover, the lookup-word digits can also take 0, 1 or X value, the search being driven only by the relevant (i.e., not X) digits. DRBCM divides the "ternary part" of each T-CAM line and the lookup word into four fields, as shown in Fig. 2 . We will refer to these fields throughout the following sections, then explaining their specific use in the different aspects of DRBCM. Note that different types of search are possible, depending on which fields in the lookup word are filled with X values. Fig. 2 also shows the fields that the "binary part" of each line is divided into.
Congestion Root Detection and Location
Like other RECN-like solutions, DRBCM detects congestion roots by measuring the occupancy level of the CPQ at every input port of the switches: If this level exceeds a given Detection threshold, a congestion root has appeared at some output port of that switch. To locate that output port, DRBCM assumes that the packet at the head of the "overfilled" CPQ is likely to be contributing to the congestion situation, thus the congestion root is located at the output port requested by this packet. 6 Fig . 3 shows an IQ switch 7 with hot packets (dashed) and cold packets (plain) stored in the CPQs at input ports (HPQs and T-CAMs are not shown for the sake of clarity). Each packet is labeled with its destination. The routing logic uses tag-based routing to compute the output port (OP ) requested by each packet, i.e., OP ¼ t stg ðdestÞ, where "dest" is the destination of the packet and "stg" is the network stage, where the switch is placed. Thus, t stg ðdestÞ indicates the routing step of that stage computed for that destination. Specifically, we assume that the routing step of that stage is computed from the two least-significant bits of the destination.
In the situation shown, there is contention for the use of OP 0 as flows mapped to the CPQs at input ports (IP s) 0; 1; 2, and 3 request that output port. Thus, the packets at the head of the CPQs are blocked most of the time, so these queues fill up (unless packet reception suddenly stops). Indeed, the occupancy of the CPQ at IP 0 surpasses the detection threshold, thus congestion is detected and the root is located at the port requested by the packet at the head of that CPQ: OP 0.
Of course, the value of the Detection threshold is a key parameter of DRBCM that should be carefully tuned, to obtain the best DRBCM performance, as we have done in our evaluation experiments (see Section 4).
Congestion Information Encoding and Storage
A key aspect of DRBCM is its criterion to encode the location of any detected congestion root: This information will be used to identify hot packets contributing to that congestion root, but before they arrive there. As DRBCM assumes tag-based DET-like routing, packet destinations assigned to the same output port have some bits in common (as can be seen in Fig. 1 ), specifically those bits of the 6. Note it is possible that the packet at the head of the queue where detection occurs is not contributing to congestion, but this failure is solved by the postprocessing mechanism, which is later explained.
7. For the sake of clarity, a switch with unidirectional ports is shown, but the following descriptions are also valid for switches with bidirectional ports, like those in BMINs. The number of depicted ports is not restrictive as DRBCM does not limit the number of switch ports. destination used to compute the routing step at that stage. Thus, from the point of view of "in advance" detecting packets that will pass through a specific output port that port can be indicated as the value of the bits that the destinations assigned to it have in common. In Fig. 3 , packets contribute to the congestion root (at OP 0) if the value of the two least-significant bits of their destination is 00; as this is the case of packets with destinations 0 or 4, these packets can be detected as hot packets contributing to that congestion root.
Note that only the value of a specific portion of bits is relevant to indicate an output port at a given stage, the value of the remaining bits being irrelevant in that sense. Hence, this information can be represented by means of a mask consisting of "relevant" and "irrelevant" values, like those that can take the ternary cells of T-CAMs (e.g., in Fig. 3 , the congestion root can be represented by the mask XXXX00). If the mask is stored in a T-CAM line at an input port, it can be compared with the destinations of packets arriving at that port, this comparison being driven only by the relevant digits of the mask. Then, hot packets are detected as those whose destinations match these relevant digits. Note in this case the lookup word to address the T-CAM (see Section 3.1.1) is built by filling its "address" field with the packet destination, the remaining fields of the lookup word being filled with X values. It is worth pointing out that all the destinations of packets contributing to a specific congestion root are controlled by a single mask, thereby DRBCM reducing the required amount of control memory with respect to previous approaches that use CAMs [17] , [18] .
Consequently, once a congestion root is detected and located in a switch, the corresponding mask is computed 8 and stored in the mask field of a newly allocated T-CAM line at the input port that detects congestion. Fig. 4 shows the same congestion situation as Fig. 3 , but now with a T-CAM line allocated at IP 0 to store the mask calculated for the congestion root. Note that other T-CAM lines could be allocated at the same input port to store different masks, to keep track of other congestion roots. That means that the destination of any packet in a port must be compared with all the masks stored in the "active" T-CAM lines at that port.
Hot-Packets Isolation
Once a T-CAM line has been allocated at an input port to be aware of a congestion root, an HPQ is also dynamically allocated at that input port to isolate packets contributing to that root. However, all the packets reaching an input port are initially mapped to the CPQ. When a packet reaches the head of the CPQ, its destination is compared with the mask stored in each active T-CAM line at that port: In the case of a match, the packet is detected as a hot one and then moved to the back of the corresponding HPQ; otherwise, the packet remains in the CPQ, ready to be scheduled and forwarded. Hence, hot packets are immediately removed from the head of the CPQ and separated from the cold ones, thereby the HoL-blocking that the former can produce to the latter being prevented. Moving packets from the CPQ to an HPQ does not mean to move information inside the RAM but to rearrange the pointers controlling the queues. This is a "postprocessing" mechanism, as destinations are not processed until packets reach the head of the CPQ. Fig. 4 shows this mechanism moving packets from the CPQ at IP 0 to HPQ1 that has been allocated to store packets whose destination matches the mask of T-CAM line 1.
The postprocessing mechanism guarantees in-order packet forwarding and delivery. If packets reaching an input port and belonging to a hot flow were directly mapped (i.e., "preprocessed") to an HPQ allocated recently, there could be other packets belonging to the same hot flow already stored in the CPQ at the moment of the allocation of that HPQ. Then, packets with the same destination could be forwarded from two queues of that input port, maybe in an order different than they arrived at that port. By contrast, the postprocessing mechanism inorder moves the hot packets from the CPQ to the HPQ, thereby preventing out-of-order delivery, that is unacceptable to many applications.
Additionally, the postprocessing turns harmless the situations of a CPQ detecting congestion while the packet at the head of that CPQ is not actually contributing to congestion. In these cases, an HPQ would be unnecessarily allocated to store packets that are not actually contributing to congestion, and then the packet at the head of the CPQ would be moved to the HPQ. However, if that packet was really a cold one, there would not be strong contention for the use of its requested output port, thus the packet would be forwarded soon from the HPQ without any real penalty. Moreover, it is likely that this "wrongly allocated" HPQ will become empty rapidly, and then eventually deallocated along with its associated T-CAM line (see Section 3.7).
Congestion Information Propagation
Isolating hot packets in the switch where the congestion root is placed only prevents low-order HoL-blocking. To prevent high-order HoL-blocking, hot flows must be identified and isolated at "upstream" switches (i.e., switches visited by these flows before meeting at the congestion root). Hence, information about the location of any congestion root must be propagated upstream from the switch, where that root is detected. For that purpose, the first time (if any) that the occupancy of an HPQ exceeds a given (Stop) threshold, an "Allocate" notification containing information extracted from the T-CAM line associated with that HPQ is sent to the upstream switch. Among other data, the mask stored in that input-port T-CAM line is included. 9 The "Propagated" bit of the T-CAM line is set to true to indicate that congestion information has been communicated upstream.
Upon reception of an Allocate notification, a T-CAM line will be allocated at the receiver output port to store the congestion information included in this notification. Note that, as DRBCM focuses on IQ switches, no HPQs can be allocated at output ports, but hot packets can (and must) be detected there by comparing their destinations with the masks stored in the T-CAM. This allows to propagate upstream (by means of internal Allocate notifications) the congestion information from an outputport T-CAM line to the input ports of the same switch forwarding hot packets toward this output port.
Input ports receiving an Allocate notification from an output port will allocate a T-CAM line as well as an HPQ. As these input ports are placed one routing-step further than the output port with respect to the congestion root, the mask of the newly allocated T-CAM lines must be recomputed to address correctly that root. For that purpose, internal Allocate notifications include, besides the mask communicated from the downstream T-CAM line, the number of the sender output port: To obtain the new mask, this number is put in the digits of the mask corresponding to the bits used at this network stage to compute the routing step. Due to the properties of the tag-based DET-like routing algorithms, the value of all the relevant digits of the resulting mask is common to all the destinations of packets that can reach the root from the input port that recomputed that mask. Fig. 5 shows a portion of a 4-ary 3-tree using DET, the destinations assigned to each output port being shown beside it. The network is a BMIN, so there are input and output ports both in the upward and in the downward directions (see figure legend for nomenclature). The figure depicts a situation where congestion information has been propagated from the congestion root, placed at UOP 0 of switch 16 in stage 1, to UIP 0 of switch 0 in stage 0. Notice that the destinations of packets reaching the congestion root from that input port (i.e., 16, 32, 48) can be "summarized" in a single mask (specifically, XX0000, computed from the mask at UOP 0 of switch 0 and from the routing step addressing that output port). The destinations of cold packets never match that mask (e.g., destinations 4, 8, 12, 20, 24; . . . ; even though they are assigned to the same output port at switch 0 as destinations of hot packets). Hence, packets contributing to the remote congestion root can be precisely detected at UIP 0 of switch 0, and then isolated in the corresponding HPQ, thereby high-order HoL-blocking being prevented.
Once a T-CAM line and an HPQ have been allocated at an input port after receiving an Allocate notification that input port will in turn send an Allocate notification if the occupancy of the HPQ reaches the Stop threshold, and so on. In this way, congestion information can be propagated upstream, port-to-port, to detect and isolate hot flows all along their paths, thereby the HoL-blocking these flows could produce being prevented completely. It is worth pointing out that, as this propagation moves away from the congestion root, the number of relevant digits of the mask accordingly increases. 10 Any Allocate notification also includes the entry number of the T-CAM line "generating" it, and this number is stored in the "NextLine" field of the T-CAM line allocated subsequently. This "links" the T-CAM lines addressing the same congestion root in consecutive ports, which is useful for flow control, as explained below.
Flow Control between HPQs
As DRBCM assumes that RAMs are dynamically managed, the occupancy of an HPQ receiving packets belonging to intense hot flows could dramatically increase, thereby causing buffer hogging unless some flow control is implemented at HPQ level. DRBCM addresses flow control between HPQs following the Stop&Go model, using Stop&Go notifications triggered from T-CAMs when the occupancy of the corresponding HPQs reaches different (Stop or Go) thresholds. The values of these thresholds are key parameters of DRBCM that should be carefully tuned. As the Stop threshold is the same used to trigger Allocate notifications, the type of notification to be sent is selected depending on the value of the Propagated bit of the T-CAM line. It is worth pointing out that output-port T-CAM lines are just "repeaters" of the Stop&Go notifications between linked T-CAM lines (and so HPQs) in consecutive input ports. The complete procedure involving these notifications can be found in Section 8 (supplementary file, available online). 9. Note that an Allocate notification cannot directly include the "X" digits of the mask, but this can be solved by including an additional mask indicating the position of these wildcard values.
10. As masks may have a different number of relevant digits, a packet may match several T-CAM lines of the same port. DRBCM solves this problem as explained in Section 8.1 (supplementary file, available online).
T-CAM Lines and HPQs Deallocation
To optimize the use of resources devoted to deal with congestion, DRBCM dynamically deallocates T-CAM lines and HPQs when congestion vanishes. Specifically, if an HPQ becomes empty and it is not stopped by flow control (i.e., the value of the Stop bit in its associated T-CAM line is false), it will be deallocated along with its associated T-CAM line, provided that they have been allocated for a minimum period (this is controlled by the "timer" field of the T-CAM lines, see Fig. 2 ).
DRBCM Optimization for BMINs
As can be seen in Fig. 1 , one of the properties of DET-like routing algorithms is that, in BMINs, every downward link is assigned to a single destination. Hence, all the packets reaching the CPQs of downward input ports have the same final destination and request the same downward output port. Thus, in the case of a downward-input-port CPQ detecting congestion, all the packets mapped to that CPQ are hot packets, so isolating them in HPQs is unnecessary. Indeed, real HoL-blocking cannot exist in downward paths. Therefore, DRBCM does not really need HPQs (and so T-CAMs) at downward ports of BMINs, thus they can be removed without losing efficiency. This is not mandatory, but hereafter we assume this optimization as it significantly reduces the required amount of control memory per switch and the minimum RAM-size per port.
PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
In this section, DRBCM is evaluated in comparison with other congestion-management techniques. First, the simulation tool, traffic modeling, and network configurations used in the experiments are described. Next, the simulation results are presented and analyzed. Finally, we study the DRBCM implementation complexity.
Simulation Model
The simulation tool used in our experiments is a custommade, event-driven simulator written in C++, that models several types of interconnection networks at packet level. It has been validated against real, small-size InfiniBand-based systems like those evaluated in [28] and [11] , as well as against other simulation results presented in related works (e.g., [10] ).
Experiments were made for the BMIN configurations shown in Table 1. 11 For all these configurations, switches have eight bidirectional ports, 12 the switching technique is Virtual Cut-Through, the basic flow control is credit-based, and packet size is 2,048 bytes. The DET routing algorithm described in Section 2 has been modeled for all the configurations, the routing logic being tag based.
The modeled switch architecture follows the IQ scheme, thus RAMs have been modeled only at input ports, RAM size and organization depending on the queue scheme. In that sense, the simulator models the schemes corresponding to the following congestion-management techniques: [7] . The RAM at each input port is divided into as many queues as output ports in the switch (i.e., eight in our experiments), so that each packet is mapped to the queue assigned to its next output port. Thus, loworder HoL-blocking is prevented but not high-order one. RAM size is also 128 KB. . Destination-Based Buffer Management (DBBM) [10] .
The RAM at each input port is divided intoueues (four in our experiments, the same number as HPQs for DRBCM), packets being mapped to queues according to the formula: assigned À queue À number ¼ packet À destination MODq. This creates groups of destinations of packets that may share queues, so that hot packets may cause HoL-blocking only to packets into their same group. RAM size is 128 KB. . Injection Throttling, i.e., congestion is detected, then the contributing sources are notified of that, to reduce traffic injection so that hot flows are removed. ITh has been modeled according to the InfiniBand Specification, as analyzed in [28] , i.e., with eight Virtual Lanes. RAM size is also 128 KB. . Virtual Output Queues at network level (VOQnet) [8] .
The RAM at each input port is divided into as many queues as destinations in the network, so that any two packets may share a queue only if they have the same destination, thus completely preventing HoLblocking. This requires larger RAMs as each queue needs a minimum size. 14 Specifically, RAM size for VOQnet is 256, 1,024 or 4,096 KB for 64 Â 64, 11 . Actually, we obtained results for other BMIN topologies that can be found in Section 9 (supplementary file, available online).
12. Note that many commercial switches currently have eight bidirectional ports, including several models for InfiniBand. Switches with a greater number of ports are available that may reduce network latency by reducing the number of network stages, but we have used switches with the same number of ports to analyze network configurations with a different number of network stages. 14. Considering flow-control restrictions, packet size, link bandwidth and delay, the minimum queue size is 4 KB (i.e., two packets).
256 Â 256, and 1;024 Â 1;024 BMINs, respectively. Although this scheme is almost unfeasible, it is considered to show theoretical maximum effectiveness in HoL-blocking elimination. . Single-Queue scheme (1Q), i.e., only one queue at each input port (RAM size being 128 KB). It has been modeled to show network performance when HoLblocking is not prevented in any way. For both DRBCM and FBICM, the additional flowcontrol between HPQs has been modeled with a value for the Stop&Go thresholds (see Section 3.6) of 13 and 4 packets, respectively. The value of the Detection threshold (see Section 3.2) is 9 packets. These values have been fixed after a thorough tuning aimed at obtaining the best behavior of both techniques. Further, details about this tuning can be found in Section 8.3 (supplementary file, available online).
End nodes are connected to switches by means of Input Adapters (IAs), modeled with admittance queues organized according to the following scheme: each IA has as many admittance queues as there are end nodes in the network, and each generated message is stored in the admittance queue assigned to its destination, so that HoL-blocking at packet generation is prevented. Messages are packetized before being transferred to injection queues, which are organized following the same queue scheme as that established by the different techniques for switch the ports (e.g., for DRBCM, each IA has one injection-CPQ and four injection-HPQs). Injection queues are flow-controlled from switches of the first network-stage, while there exist a credit-based flow-control between admittance and injection queues.
Regarding traffic modeling, three synthetic traffic patterns 15 (see Table 2 ) as well as real traffic traces have been used. Synthetic traffic pattern #1 corresponds to a completely uniform (random) distribution of destinations, traffic generation rate increasing from 0 up to 100 percent of link bandwidth to obtain results as a function of traffic load. For traffic pattern #2, a percentage of sources (25 percent) generate traffic at 100 percent of link bandwidth addressed to either one or four hot-spot destinations during 1 ms, to show the impact of a sudden congestion situation; the remaining sources constantly generate random traffic. Traffic #3 is similar to #2 but traffic generation rate increases from 0 up to 100 percent of link bandwidth for both hot-spot and random sources, and hot-spot sources are active during all the simulation time.
Regarding real traffic, we used traces generated for 64 Â 64 networks from the LINPACK benchmark [29] , which is the standard test to rank supercomputers in the Top-500 list [30] , the NAS benchmark [31] , widely used in HPC performance evaluations and the PTRANS benchmark, included in the HPCC benchmark [32] .
Finally, we base our evaluation on the metrics commonly used to measure network performance: network throughput (network efficiency when normalized), packet latency, and traces execution time.
Uniform Traffic Results
Figs. 6a, 6b, and 6c show network efficiency results as a function of traffic load for all the network configurations with traffic pattern #1 (only uniform traffic). Notice that the results obtained for a given technique are similar for all the network configurations. For instance, DBBM exhibits always a poor behavior, similar to that of the 1Q scheme (no HoL-blocking prevention), both schemes reaching the saturation point at [60-70 percent] of network efficiency. This poor performance is caused mainly by low-order HoL-blocking appearing when random traffic is used. Under this traffic pattern, high-order HoL-blocking barely appears, as congestion situations are very temporary, thereby rarely producing backpressure to upstream switches. Indeed, VOQsw achieves good performance (only slightly dropping in large networks), as it utterly prevents low-order HoL-blocking, in contrast with DBBM. ITh achieves at best 80 percent of efficiency, being affected by the unnecessary throttling of some sources. VOQnet achieves the best results, but requiring too many queues per port, as mentioned above. However, DRBCM achieves the same results as VOQsw or VOQnet with a lower cost in terms of queues (five queues per input port against eight or many more, and only in upward input ports) and outperforms both ITh and DBBM. FBICM achieves similar results to DRBCM, but requiring larger and more complex control memories (see Section 4.5). (Figs. 6g, 6h , and 6i) congestion roots are temporarily created by 25 percent of the sources generating traffic addressed to either one or four hot-spot destinations during 1 ms (1;000-2;000 s
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16
). The rest of the sources (75 percent) constantly generate random traffic. Hence, the actual maximum efficiency is 75 percent of the theoretical maximum efficiency.
As can be seen, when congestion arises, 1Q and ITh suffer in general a strong performance degradation. Although ITh has eight queues per port, it cannot react to sudden and strong congestion situations due to the slow response of the closed-loop control policy, i.e., the time to notify the sources to throttle injection can be long, especially in large networks. However, for small and medium networks, it recovers better than the 1Q scheme, once traffic injection is throttled. DBBM and VOQsw are also affected by the high-order HoL-blocking appearing in these scenarios and their performances significantly drop (between 20 and 50 percent). By contrast, DRBCM and FBICM achieve in general results at the level of VOQnet (i.e., optimal performance). Only in the cases of four hot-spots, the performance of both FBICM and DRBCM slightly decreases, as this traffic pattern is a corner-case for them: at some input ports it may be necessary to keep track of the four hotspot roots plus other "temporary" roots that may appear in the network; thus, it is possible to run out of HPQs at those ports as in our experiments the maximum number of active HPQs per port is 4. Fig. 7 shows the latency of cold packets (i.e., those not addressed to a hot-spot destination) as a function of traffic load for traffic pattern #3 (with four hot-spots). As can be seen, FBICM and DRBCM achieve similar results, close to those of VOQnet. Other techniques exhibit a poor behavior as they allow hot packets to share queues with cold ones, then the former delaying the latter. Fig. 8 shows normalized execution time for LINPACK, NAS (LU and FT applications, which utilize network communication more intensively than other applications of that suite), and PTRANS traces injected in network configuration #1. Note y-axis has been reduced to show a closeup of the results. In these traffic scenarios, the differences between all the modeled techniques are more significant for NAS-lu, NAS-ft, and PTRANS than for LINPACK, because the latter does not generate a high traffic load. Again, in all the cases DRBCM achieves the best results, at the level of VOQnet and FBICM.
Real-Traffic Results
DRBCM/FBICM Memory Requirements
From previous sections, we can conclude that the performance level of VOQnet (that requires too many queues and so a vast amount of RAM per port) is only reached by both DRBCM and FBICM, which outperform other techniques that, like them, require an affordable number of queues per port. Hence, we focus now on comparing the efficiency of DRBCM and FBICM (considering the two versions of the latter, see Section 1) in terms of the required amount of control memory. These techniques use either CAMs or T-CAMs, but the organization and requirements of the CAM/T-CAM fields that are not compared with the lookup word (i.e., those implemented with SRAM, see Fig. 2 ) are identical, requiring around 5 bytes per line [18] . Hence, we base our comparison on the number of cells required to implement the CAM/T-CAM fields involved in the searches. Fig. 9 shows, as a function of network size, the number of cells per entry required by these techniques to implement these fields.
For the two FBICM versions, the number of cells per entry has been computed assuming five cells for the OP field to refer up to 32 switch ports, three cells for the Hops field to refer distances up to eight network stages, and two cells for the NextLine field to refer up to four entries [18] . Besides, six cells are required to store each destination for 64 Â 64 networks, eight cells per destination for 256 Â 256 networks, and 10 cells per destination for 1;024 Â 1;024 networks. The first FBICM version allows as many destinations per list as end nodes in the network, thereby a destination list for a 64 Â 64 network requiring 64 Â 6 ¼ 384 cells. Thus, 394 cells are required in total for these four fields (i.e., OP, Hops, Destination-List, and NextLine). Similar operations are made for the remainder configurations, the number of required cells increasing with network size. The second FBICM version limits the number of destinations per list to 8, 16, and 32 destinations, respectively, for 64 Â 64, 256 Â 256, and 1;024 Â 1;024 networks [18] , so it reduces the number of required cells with respect to the first version, but without achieving true scalability. DRBCM also requires 10 cells for the OP, Hops, and NextLine fields, the mask field being as wide as a destination in each case. As can be seen, DRBCM requires far fewer cells per entry than those required by any FBICM configuration. Moreover, the number of cells required by the two FBICM versions significantly grows with network size, while in the case of DRBCM the increment is negligible.
Besides, several studies [15] , [33] report that T-CAM cells can be implemented with no (or small) increment in area with respect to CAM cells. As DRBCM reduces the number of required cells by 70 percent with respect to the leastrequiring FBICM version, DRBCM still presents clear benefits despite this possible increment in area.
Moreover, in BMINs, FBICM uses control memories and HPQs in the upward and downward ports, while DRBCM only in the upward ports (see Section 3.8). For instance, assuming an 8-port bidirectional switch and four HPQs (and so four T-CAMs) where necessary, DRBCM requires eight CPQs and 16 HPQs (i.e., 24 queues in total), while FBICM requires eight CPQs and 32 HPQs (i.e., 40 queues in total). As each queue requires a minimum RAM space (and so silicon area), in BMINs DRBCM reduces around 40 percent the RAM requirements at switch level with respect to the least-requiring FBICM configuration. Regarding control memories, FBICM would require for its leastrequiring configuration (second version in a 64 Â 64 network) 16 Consequently, DRBCM reduces the required amount of RAM (in BMINs) and control memory with respect to FBICM, without losing performance (as previously shown) and achieving true scalability.
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have proposed Distributed-Routing-Based Congestion Management, a new scalable technique that totally prevents the HoL-blocking caused by congestion situations in MINs using tag-based distributed routing. DRBCM follows the principles of the Regional Explicit Congestion Notification technique, but in contrast with the latter, DRBCM is suitable for interconnect technologies using distributed routing, like InfiniBand. DRBCM exploits the properties of tag-based routing and T-CAMs so that the amount of control memory required at each port to store congestion information is small regardless of network size. From the presented results, we can conclude that this is achieved without losing efficiency, as DRBCM matches or outperforms the performance of other techniques with similar or higher requirements, even in scenarios of heavy congestion. Thus, DRBCM is a scalable and cost-effective solution to provide distributed-routing-based interconnect technologies with efficient congestion management. Hence, the DRBCM description presented in this paper could be considered as a base for a future implementation in InfiniBand products, of course introducing the necessary novelties (e.g., T-CAMs) and adapting existing structures (e.g., virtual lanes).
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